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Chapter 40

A Voice of Their 
Own—Letting 
Library Collections 
Tell Their Story
The UNT Libraries Collection 
Map

Karen Harker and Janette Klein

Context
Some academics contend that the current “academic status quo” is being challenged 
and “management of the resulting change is critical for libraries.”1 One area in which 
libraries directly influence the status quo is through the establishment, maintenance, 
and promotion of library collections with a new interdisciplinary focus.

Trends in Interdisciplinarity
Librarians have traditionally classified their collections based primarily on academic 
discipline. There is a growing trend, however, toward greater interdisciplinarity in 
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academia. Frodeman states that engagement in the practice of interdisciplinarity 
of academic subjects “represents an innovation in knowledge production—making 
knowledge more relevant, balancing incommensurable claims and perspectives, and 
raising questions concerning the nature and viability of expertise.”2 Expanding on 
this topic, Weingart notes that, in its contemporary forms, knowledge production 
“takes place in contexts of application” and that “disciplines are no longer the crucial 
frames of orientation for the delineation of subject matters and the formulation of 
research problems.”3 Although there are many characteristics of interdisciplinarity, key 
characteristics include the fostering of integration of different disciplines, promotion 
of varying levels and degrees of disciplinary interaction, and the encouragement of 
linking and blending to other disciplines.4

Collection Mapping
While the literature on collection assessment is expansive and varied, there is a gap 
in the evaluation, mapping, and funding of collections that take into account the 
interdisciplinarity of subjects. A related trend in collection development in academic 
libraries has been a refocus of attention to meeting needs of the academic curricula. This 
“direct support of discrete curricular units” can be interpreted in an interdisciplinary 
environment as an “approach to collection management that is highly elastic and 
sensitive even to minor changes in course offerings and program structure.”5 Lumande 
and Ojedokun provide an example of this at the University of Botswana, where they 
mapped their collection using Conspectus subjects to identify “areas of [collection] 
strength and weakness.” They applied this information to targeted acquisitions, resolving 
these collection “gaps and inadequacies.”6 Collection mapping provides a “graphical 
representation of the strength of the collection”7 by partitioning the collection into 
smaller segments that can be “matched” to disciplines. However, this case study, like all 
other documented examples of collection mapping, did not address interdisciplinarity 
of subjects. Their mappings were effectively mutually exclusive; they mapped or linked 
one subject to no more than one collection.

The librarians at Texas A&M University (TAMU) Libraries have taken a step 
toward addressing interdisciplinarity. Their collection development department 
restructured its collection development funding, eliminating subject-based funding 
and allocation formulas. Four of its aims illustrate the shift toward a more integrated 
collections model that fosters collaboration and interdisciplinarity of collection 
development practices:

• minimize “subject silo” behaviors and mind-sets
• eliminate individual allocations as much as possible
• simplify the fund structure and reporting to reveal expendi-

ture trends and, thus, funds available for reallocation
• provide meaningful measures of success in collection 

development, rather than internal allocations and spending 
deadlines that originate from acquisitions workflows.8
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Because of this, TAMU Libraries reduced its 237 monographic fund lines to just six 
dedicated endowment lines and five unrestricted fund lines.9 In addition to simplifying 
accounting, this shift provided the librarians the opportunity to re-evaluate and redefine 
collection as twenty-five or more “items by or about the same author, on the same 
subject, or from the same vendor.”10 Thus, the authors emphasize that the importance 
that libraries continue to “adapt” to meet the needs of users that are engaged in an 
“increasingly interdisciplinary learning environment.”11

UNT Libraries Redefines Collection Development
After facing years with reductions of the funding for collections, the University of North 
Texas (UNT) Libraries’ collection development librarians reconsidered their traditional 
methods and philosophy for building and maintaining collections. The details are 
documented in the white paper Redefining Collection Development at University of 
North Texas Libraries published and made accessible online in 2014. The key aspects of 
this new model or philosophy, named access-based collection development (ABCD), 
are

• “iterative, user-centered design model”
• “holistic design”
• “robust, targeted assessment”
• just-in-time acquisitions
• “flexible fund structure”12

This shift, however, requires a new way of examining the distribution of the library’s 
collections by subject, as subject-based funds are no longer available. The Collection 
Map was developed to replace this segregated structure with one that supports the 
aspects of the ABCD model.

The Collection Map
Like most previous efforts to map, or link, perceived needs to library holdings or 
resources, ours associated specific subjects to academic programs. Unlike previous 
documented efforts, however, our mappings are overlapping, with any one subject 
being associated with one or more academic programs or no programs at all (e.g., out of 
scope). Furthermore, our efforts are more comprehensive, with the goal of incorporating 
our nonarchival collections, as well as extending beyond simple counts to measures of 
usage, quality, and, ultimately, impact. Our solution is data-centric, and thus relies on 
a variety of data management tools, the heart of which is a set of relational databases.

Mapping Overview
“Collection mapping” occurs when we assign classification ranges or subject categories 
to collections. We developed SQL programs that automatically add ranges that fall 
within a broader range to a specific collection, making mapping easier. Database queries 
can produce “maps” that list the ranges assigned for each collection.
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“Item mapping” occurs when we assign subjects or classification ranges to items 
based on the classification number. We have fully automated this process, which we 
describe below. Once the items are linked to a subject, which is linked to a collection, 
we can then run database queries to produce lists or quantitative summaries of the items 
in each collection, which we may then export to other applications, like spreadsheets, 
documents, or even visualizations.

Technical Requirements and Infrastructure
The UNT Libraries’ Collection Map evolved from a spreadsheet file listing the collections 
and Library of Congress Classification (LCC) ranges to a set of relational databases 
representing data about the collections, the LCC ranges, and, most importantly, the 
links of these two sets of data. We have made a simplified version of our database 
structure available on GitHub at https://github.com/CollAssess/Collection-Map for 
anyone to use or improve upon in their own environment.

This structure could be implemented using any relational database system, including 
MS SQL Server, MySQL, and MS Access. We would like to note that MS Access has 
data processing limitations that may be exceeded by your implementation, depending 
on the extent of the classifications and items mapped. We use MS Access, however, as 
our interface to the MS SQL Server database for regular maintenance. Unless you have 
easy access to an expert in SQL coding, we recommend you use a spreadsheet software 
system for “data wrangling” data exported from other systems, like the ILS.

The simplest structure for the Collection Map requires these tables:
• Classification Ranges

– Range ID
– Start
– End (inclusive)
– Subject name

• Collections
– Collection ID
– Collection Name

• Collection Map
– Collection ID
– Range ID

• Items (This can be used temporarily to store lists of records that include a call 
number.)
– Item ID
– LC Call Number
– Range ID

The Items table listed here is an example of mapping item records to the collection 
based on the LC call number. An SQL program parses the LC call number into the 
elements needed for item mapping (class and number) and assigns to the Item record 
the Range ID for the appropriate Classification Range (in our case, the Conspectus 
Subject; see Code Snippet 1; all Code Snippets are located in appendix 40.1).

https://github.com/CollAssess/Collection-Map
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Figure 40.1 is a database diagram of a simplified version of the Collection Map 
database.

Figure 40.1
Collection Map database diagram.

Designating the Collections
We used the subject designations from the accounting fund structure that was in place 
before we centralized funding, which were based largely on the academic programs at 
the university, as the foundation for the Collection Map. The initial Collection Map 
included fifty-nine subjects ranging in breadth from aviation logistics and forensic 
Sciences to history and music.

We had at our disposal several different taxonomies or arrangements of call 
numbers. Historically, the UNT Libraries had an approval plan through Yankee 
Book Peddler (YBP) for firm orders that was considered the primary source of 
monographic purchases until canceled due to the first round of budget cuts in 
2012. These ranges were recorded in a complicated spreadsheet that was developed 
using specifications set by YBP. Developed for human users, the structure was not 
amenable to computer ingestion. Issues are noted in figure 40.2, all of which required 
manual editing.

The UNT Libraries had also been using OCLC’s Collection Evaluation system 
(CES) for peer comparison of collections, an important aspect of comprehensive 
collection assessment. The CES was an outgrowth of the Conspectus movement of 
assessment from the 1970s through the 1990s. The Research Library Group (RLG) 
developed a standardized methodology of analyzing and describing collections, 
which included an arrangement or taxonomy of classification ranges associated with 
specific subjects. This was later adopted and modified by the Western Library Network 
(WLN), which was absorbed by OCLC in 2000. OCLC developed the Collection 
Evaluation System around 2009, adapting the classification ranges for organizing 
holdings data by subject.
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Figure 40.2
YBP approval plan outline, with editing problems highlighted.

Finally, our integrated library systems (ILS) includes a reporting module that 
can summarize holdings, circulation, and expenditures by call number ranges. These 
“SCaT” or Statistical Categories Tables are customizable by the librarians, but this 
customization is labor-intensive. We last updated these listings in the early 2000s, and 
we use them for holdings and circulation reports.

None of these arrangements corresponded well with each other. While we 
could effectively map each to one another, we needed to select a single arrangement 
as our lingua franca. We selected the Conspectus because it was the most detailed 
and comprehensive. Its granularity would be particularly useful to represent the 
interdisciplinarity of our academic programs.
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Collection Mapping
The Conspectus system includes 32 divisions, 611 categories, and 1,125 subjects. After 
we contacted OCLC Support directly via email and explained the purpose of our 
project, it provided us with a spreadsheet file that included the complete sets of ranges 
for all three levels.

We then incorporated the Conspectus data into a relational database system. We 
retained the relational structure of the three facets of the Conspectus system in the 
design of the database, using a table for each facet: division, category, and subject (see 
figure 40.3).

Figure 40.3
Conspectus Schedule.

We then related the categories to their respective divisions, and finally, the subjects 
to their respective categories, using separate “linking” tables (see figure 40.4 and Code 
Snippet 2). This may be more complex than is necessary for other subject arrangements, 
but we found it useful for quickly assigning all subjects in a category or division to a 
collection, if necessary.

Figure 40.4
Database diagram of Conspectus Schedule.
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This data needed extensive modification to make it useful as a database. The most 
difficult aspect was sorting by call number. The Library of Congress Classification 
system is alphanumeric, with the numeric values being place-value notation, and could 
include subcategorization designated by a decimal. This is difficult enough for humans 
to decipher, but the computer sorting algorithms for alphanumeric text evaluate one 
character at a time. Thus, B112 is sorted to appear before B12, and K75 appears after 
K600. We solved this problem by creating an SQL program that parses the LC call 
number and then inserts leading zeros in the number (Code Snippet 3). For example, 
B112 becomes B0112, and B12 becomes B0012. This results in alphanumeric forms 
of the LC classification numbers that can be sorted, searched, and matched using 
computer alphanumeric algorithms.

Finally, we incorporated the collections into the database and mapped, or assigned, 
the subjects to the collections. The Collections table is a simple list of the subject-based 
collections, and a separate table links each subject to each collection. To make this 
map exhaustive, a special collection was created to cover subjects not collected. After 
all collections had been mapped, any subject not linked or mapped to a collection 
was then linked with this “Not Collected” collection. We developed SQL programs to 
automatically assign entire sets of subjects included in a whole Conspectus division or 
category to a collection, making this process more efficient, although we can manually 
assign Conspectus Subjects one by one, when necessary.

Maintenance of the Mappings
We periodically review the ranges assigned to collections, most commonly when we are 
assessing a specific subject-based collection, but also when we learn of a new academic 
program. We run queries to produce lists of ranges by collection and compare them 
with the programs that these collections support. After comparing with the curricula, 
theses and dissertations, and faculty research interests, we may add more ranges or 
remove ranges that are no longer relevant.

Item Mapping
This collection mapping provides a picture of the subject coverage of each subject-
based collection. The final stage was to develop a method of quickly mapping item-level 
data (like holdings, circulation, resource usage, etc.) to the collections. Our goal was 
to automate this process as much as possible, which required a process that is flexible 
enough to incorporate data from different sources.

The common denominator of the data from these sources and the Collection Map 
is the LC call number. Ideally, data exported from these sources (e.g., holdings from 
the catalog, titles from an e-book package) will be imported into the Collection Map 
database and associated with the relevant collections. We created an SQL program that 
automatically assigns the most closely matched Conspectus subject to the item record. 
This subject is already assigned to one or more collections, effectively linking the item 
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to the collection via the Conspectus subject. The basic method for this assignment is 
(see Code Snippet 1) as follows:

 1. Sort the subjects by the reformatted LC call number, with the leading zeros.
 2. Reformat the item’s call number to include leading zeros (see Code Snippet 

3).
 3. Find the number in subjects that most closely matches without going over 

the item’s number (the Price-Is-Right method).
 4. Assign this Conspectus subject to the item.
Some sources of holdings use a taxonomy of subject categories rather than 

classification numbers, notably our e-journals listings (from Serials Solutions) and 
Journal Citation Reports (JCR) data. We mapped these subjects to the most relevant 
collections separately, effectively linking the item records with the subjects to the 
collections.

Holdings
Ideally, we would use our local inventory management system for a thorough description 
of our holdings; as mentioned earlier, the Statistical Categories Tables, or SCaT, that we 
have currently implemented are not aligned with the Conspectus subjects that form 
the basis of the Collection Map. Conversely, the Conspectus is used by the OCLC 
Collection Evaluation system (CES), so this would be another solution, except that 
we have not accurately maintained our libraries’ holdings statements. Both issues are 
currently in the process of being rectified, but in the meantime, we use a combination 
of these resources, with the understanding that neither is fully accurate.

Like many academic libraries older than fifty years, we have used different 
classification systems to organize the UNT Libraries’ collections, including Dewey 
Decimal and the GPO Classification system, for our Federal Documents Repository 
collection. We have made plans to include these systems in the Collection Map by the 
end of 2020.

Demand-Driven Acquisitions Program
In 2012, the UNT Libraries implemented a pilot demand-driven acquisitions (DDA) 
program. To provide continuous monitoring of the program, we collect data on a 
monthly basis. This data set includes bibliographic data collected from our ILS, Sierra. 
We then export these records from Sierra and import them into a separate database 
using programs that are run through a simple user interface via MS Access. These 
programs also modify the text data, such as the parsing the call number, automatically.

As part of the regular updating, we also collect transaction data from the three 
vendor interfaces and imported into the DDA database. The transactions are identified 
as either “short-term loan” or “purchase,” and the information updated in the DDA 
database. The transactions are matched to the bibliographic data via the vendor’s 
e-book identifier, which is parsed from the URL in the bibliographic record. This data, 
in conjunction with the circulation data, allows for context and tracking of purchasing 
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trends across disciplines and departments using the subject assignments within the 
Collection Map.

Usage data from these three vendors has been difficult to include in our database, 
however. One vendor uses only ISBN as the book identifier in the usage report, an 
identifier that is notoriously difficult on which to match. The other two vendors 
provide different COUNTER book reports, making comparisons between vendors and 
overall usage reporting inconsistent. Because of these issues, we have been unable to 
standardize the collection and reporting of usage data for our overall DDA program.

The bibliographic, transactions, and usage data collected are imported into the 
DDA database using SQL programs managed by forms built into the database. Key 
to this process is the automatic assignment of Conspectus subjects to the titles data 
described above, enabling us to report holdings, transactions, and, to a lesser extent, 
usage by collection.

Journal Holdings
To manage access to our electronic journals, the UNT Libraries uses Serials Solutions, 
which categorizes journals by subjects, which we have mapped to our collections. Twice 
a year, we import the holdings with subjects report into our Journals database, which 
includes the linked tables from the Collection Map database. We use an SQL program 
to transform the horizontal structure of this report (one title per row, with up to five 
subjects) into a vertical structure (one title-subject pair per row). We can then run a 
query ad hoc to generate a list of journals relevant to one or more of our collections.

Interlibrary Loan Borrowing Requests
Analysis of interlibrary loan (ILL) requests can be used to identify poorly supported 
subject areas. The UNT Libraries uses ILLiad to manage all interlibrary loan requests, 
but these records do not include the most important element for our Collection Map—
the call number of the requested item. This data, however, is available via the OCLC 
WorldShare Borrower Resource Sharing Stats report. We match data from our ILLiad 
system to the OCLC report data on one of two identifiers: the ILLiad TN (transaction 
number) first, or the ILL Record Number if the TN is not matched. While we have 
ILLiad requests dating back to 2002, we had access to the OCLC reports back only 
to 2012. Since we started collecting this data on a regular basis, about 60 percent of 
article requests and 80 percent of book requests include an LC call number. Given 
that we process about 15,000 requests per year, we believe that the data is a valid 
representation of all borrowing requests.

Expenditures
While number of items in the collection on specific subjects is one measure of 
how UNT Libraries is meeting the needs of our users, it does not take into account 
variations of costs of items that are inherent in different subjects. It has been well 
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documented that materials in the STEM fields are much more costly per item than in 
the humanities.13 Expenditures by collection can provide a normalized measure of the 
extent that libraries are meeting their patrons’ needs. While the subject-based funds 
were no longer available, we continued to use the ILS to generate lists of resources and 
item costs. These items, with their respective costs, are mapped to the collections based 
on their call numbers.

Circulation
Circulation data is more complicated than holdings because of the business rules that 
limit the extent of circulation data that the ILS retains. Like most libraries, once a 
patron returns an item, the link that associates the use of that item with that patron is 
deleted. Item and patron records include total number of circulations made; in addition, 
circulation tables that associate usage by item and patron characteristics (e.g. item 
format, patron category) are incremented accordingly. Thus, only summarized data is 
available, and because the SCaT are not well aligned with our collections, our usage 
data is of limited value. However, we report what we have available, with appropriate 
caveats.

We can export item-level data about the titles identified by the searches of the ILS 
mentioned above; import the data, with the call numbers, into the Collection Map 
database; and map the item-level holdings, with their respective circulation totals, 
to specific Conspectus Subjects. This provides an accurate summary of usage at the 
subject level. Furthermore, we can report the usage of the entire physical collection by 
patrons associated with programs relevant to the collection being assessed. Thus, we can 
demonstrate how much of the collection is used by patrons in different departments.

We also collect circulation data on a monthly basis from the summary reports 
provided by our ILS, Sierra: check-outs, patron type, major, class, item type, and call 
number, as well as cross-tabulations of pairs of these attributes (e.g. call number by 
class). Once the reports from Sierra are collected in Excel, the data is cleaned and 
processed using pivot tables to convert the data into a flattened file and then uploaded 
into the Circulation SQL database. This data can then be used for independent analysis 
of circulation trends or in conjunction with the Collection Map for greater assessment 
of trends by format, material, class, and major, all of which are linked to the Collection 
Map via the subject-based collections.

Enrollment
The data described above represents the resources made available and the usage of those 
resources. We need other data to provide context for that information. Enrollment could 
be considered a proxy measure of need, particularly the distribution by subject and by 
level of study. Much depends on the granularity of the enrollment data available; while 
data on enrollment at the degree program level is useful to determine the focus of study 
of our students, data on the enrollment at the course level would be a better indicator of 
actual need. We obtained enrollment data at both the program or degree level and the 
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course level. We mapped the degree programs of the former and the departments of the 
latter to our collections.

Comprehensive Collection Map
While much of this data could be collected ad hoc from its respective sources and 
disposed of after reporting on the results, we have decided to collect this data proactively 
and store it in interrelated databases. Figure 40.5 represents the data sets included in the 
complete Collection Map.

Figure 40.5
Comprehensive Collection Map database diagram.

Applying the Collection Map
Questions
The collection development librarians at our institution have distilled the information 
they need to the answers to these fundamental questions:

 1. What are our patrons’ needs?
 2. How do we meet these needs?
 3. How well do we meet the needs?
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Measures and Methods
Now that we collect the data on a routine basis, we have quick and easy access to 
collection measures down to the collection and even the subject level, categorized as 
follows:

• enrollment: at the academic program level
• holdings: can be cross-tabulated by format and/or publication year
• circulation

– item level: who uses items in each collection
– patron level: what items are used by patrons most closely associated with a 

collection
• requests for items not owned

– item level: who requests items in each collection
– patron level: what items are requested by patrons associated with a collec-

tion
The measures, however, are of little use when considered by themselves. Consider 

the total number of DDA titles on economics, which was 3,969. This information alone 
does not provide much value; we need other measures against which to compare it. 
We are able to combine the data from the holdings, circulation, and interlibrary loan 
requests to generate three key measures of collection effectiveness (see table 40.1):

• Holdings Factor (HF)
• Use Factor (UF)
• Ratio of Borrowings to Holdings (RBH)

Table 40.1
Collection Evaluation Factors

Ratio or Factor Formula Questions Answered

Holdings Factor (HF) % of Holdings Are we meeting perceived 
needs?% of Enrollment

Use Factor (UF) % of Circulations How are we meeting the 
needs?% of Holdings

Ratio of Borrowings to 
Holdings (RBH)

% of IIL Requests How well does our collection 
meet the needs?% of Holdings

All of these are ratios are percentages with values ranging from zero to infinity. 
Values of these ratios indicate to us the level of effectiveness of a subject based on 
comparisons, with values around one indicating balance or “as expected.” Ratios well 
below one indicate to us that the factor is much less than expected, while ratios well 
above one indicate the factor is much greater than expected.

Table 40.2 is a table of the values of these measures for the collections associated 
with arts and humanities. The values of these factors for some of the collections, like 
theater, are very similar, while for others, like philosophy, the factors differ greatly. 
The collection development librarians examine collections that have factors that are 
effectively outliers.
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Table 40.2
Collection Evaluation Factors

Communicating Results and Impact
Collection Evaluations
With the implementation of our access-based collection development (ABCD) plan, 
we understood the need to regularly assess or evaluate the quality of our subject-based 
collections. Toward that end, we developed a schedule of such evaluations for our now 
fifty-six collections such that each is assessed no less than once every ten years, or about 
five to seven collection evaluations each year.

We first review the selection of subjects that are associated with that collection. 
We use the Collection Map to produce a list of the subjects with their call number 
ranges, comparing them with the most common keywords in the course descriptions, 
thesis and dissertation abstracts, and faculty research interests. Finally, we search the 
catalog and the LC Class Web to identify relevant ranges that are not included. We 
compile a list of recommended changes to the Collection Map for that subject-based 
collection and request feedback from both the library liaison for that collection and the 
Head of Collection Development. After their review and modifications, we make the 
recommended changes.

The collection evaluations are in-depth, broad, and comprehensive. The key aspects 
examined are essentially holdings and usage, the measures are both quantitative and 
qualitative, and the methods are descriptive as well as comparative. Briefly, we describe 
our holdings and usage of these holdings, compare our holdings with those of the 
libraries of peer institutions, and check our holdings against authoritative lists. We 
examine these comparisons and descriptions down to the narrowest or most granular 
subject, enabling us to identify specific areas of strengths and gaps.

With the updated Collection Map, we generate holdings comparisons using the 
OCLC Collection Evaluation system (CES) against peer institutions that our library 
liaison has helped identify. There are two key measures: Benchmarks and Unique/
Shared Titles. Benchmarks compare our holdings against the combined holdings of 
a group of peer libraries. Thus, we can determine how much our collection overlaps 
with that of our peers, and we can generate a list of titles that we do not carry but that 
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are owned by a set percentage of our peers (e.g. 75%). Conversely, the universe of the 
Unique/Shared Titles analysis is our library’s holdings only. From this analysis, we are 
able to determine how much of our collection is unique, and in addition, of the titles 
that are shared, by how many libraries in the peer group.

Collections Dashboards
Because the data is highly structured, it can be exported for use with other systems, like 
data visualizations. These visualizations are an important means of communication; 
their ability to demonstrate impact quantitatively can be accompanied by a storytelling 
or narrative component as a means of influencing people. The UNT Libraries collection 
development librarians have been using Tableau Public, the no-cost version of this 
popular software. Tableau offers a user-friendly way of linking common fields between 
different data sets to visualize multidimensional measurements. Also within Tableau, 
snapshot perspectives of several worksheets are combined in one concise visualization 
and can be developed to meet the operational, strategic or executive, or analytical needs 
of the organization.

Figures 40.6 through 40.9 are examples of charts and graphs that are easy to generate 
from the Collection Map data using Tableau Public.

Figure 40.6
Total enrollment trend. This figure illustrates the level of enrollment by fiscal year using 
Tableau.
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Figure 40.7
Annual enrollment by category. This table illustrates the percentage of total enrollment 
by fiscal year using Tableau.

Figure 40.8
Holdings by category. This figure illustrates the multidimensional measurement of total 
holdings by category as a bar chart using Tableau.
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Figure 40.9
Treemap of circulations by subject category. Specific collections may be highlighted.

Leveraging the Findings
An overarching aim of the Collection Map was the promotion of interdisciplinarity 
of the UNT Libraries collections. By continuing to utilize, promote, and engage the 
Collection Map as an integral part of collection assessment and management, the 
versatility, flexibility, and nimble nature of this tool will be leveraged as a complementary 
asset to the high-level performance expected from the team at UNT Libraries.

Enhancements and Selection
Our in-depth subject-based collection evaluations are reported to the subject liaison 
librarian, as well as to the chair or dean of the most closely related academic program. 
The findings are applied the next year as collection enhancements. Based on the results 
of the assessment, we allocate a certain amount of the collections budget to address 
the specific gaps in coverage. The collection development librarians look for resources 
that most efficiently address these areas and add selected titles from core collections 
(e.g., owned by a majority of the peer institutions, highlighted in Choice’s Outstanding 
Academic Titles [OAT], etc.).

Finally, the data can be examined ad hoc when evaluating resources for addition 
to our collection. We can quickly determine if the coverage of an e-book package is 
needed, how well a specific subject area is used, and to what degree the collection is 
meeting the needs of its intended audience.
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Ongoing development and enhancement of the Collection Map is projected for the 
next two years. We are planning to integrate key elements of our collection, notably 
government documents, physical media, and e-resource usage. In order to keep the 
data fresh and accurate, we are standardizing the processes and procedures we use for 
routine maintenance.

Reflection
The Collection Map required little in the way of external resources except the Conspectus 
taxonomy of LC call numbers, for which permission was granted by OCLC. The initial 
mapping process was the most time-consuming of all phases in building the Collection 
Map but was completed efficiently by a graduate research assistant. The division and 
library administration provided their support to the expansive project.

We have learned some lessons that we would like to pass on to others that would 
have made the development more efficient. The first is to start with a dedicated database 
server because our vision of the Collection Map far exceeded the abilities of standard 
Microsoft Access. Secondly, we recommend planning early in the process how to handle 
items without LC call numbers. Although we will address these materials in the near 
future, it would have been advantageous to roll out a fully completed mapping of all 
items held at the UNT Libraries. Finally, as with many projects, we strongly recommend 
documenting the protocols, procedures, and decisions made throughout the process. 
Due to the time needed to map, test, refine, and deploy the Collection Map, the rationale 
for certain decisions became a little foggy with the passage of time. Having these decisions 
documented in one central location would have helped in reducing redundant decisions 
and time spent attempting to figure out the new direction of the project.

One of the unique characteristics of the Collection Map is that any type of 
subject categorizations used at an institution can be applied, such as Dewey Decimal 
Classification, Library of Congress Subject Heading, or Journal Citation Report 
headings. In addition, although we made the decision to have our subject collection 
overlapping in an effort to promote the interdisciplinarity of our collections, a Collection 
Map may be designed as mutually exclusive. As a result, librarians in any environment 
could apply the principles that we used in building the UNT Libraries Collection Map 
as the foundations for their own use regardless of the size of the institution.
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Appendix 40.1
Code Snippets
Code Snippet 1
Assign Conspectus Subjects to Item records based on LC call number

USE CollectionMap;

--item_id: identifier for the item record

--item_Class: the LC class designator (e.g. B in the 

call number B112)

--Item_Num: the LC classification number (e.g. the 112 in 

B112)

--SubjID: The identifier for the matching Conspectus sub-

ject

Declare @item_id nvarchar(255);

Declare @Item_Class AS nvarchar(255);

Declare @Item_Num AS nvarchar(255);

Declare @SubjID AS int;

SET ROWCOUNT 0

--First, start with a temp table of item records that 

have a call number and are not yet assigned a Conspectus 

Subject

Select itemid, [LC Class], [LC Num] into #Temp from dbo.

items

WHERE ([LC Call Num] IS NOT Null AND [LC Num] IS NOT 

Null AND [Conspectus Subject] IS Null)

SET ROWCOUNT 1

Select @item_id = itemid from #Temp

--Work through this table until all rows worked

While @@rowcount <> 0

Begin

--work one row at a time.

Select * from #Temp Where itemid = @item_id

--Set @SubjID = 0;

--SET ROWCOUNT 1

SET @SubjID=0;

--Search Conspectus Subjects where the LC Class 

matches the item’s class, and the LC number of 

the item is within the range of the call num-

ber.

http://dbo.items
http://dbo.items
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SELECT @SubjID=[SubjID] --, [Conspectus ID]

FROM [Conspectus Subjects]

WHERE (

[LC Class]=@Item_Class

AND @Item_Num >=LCRange-

Start

AND @Item_Num <=LCRan-

geEnd

)

ORDER BY [Conspectus ID] Desc;

-- Ideally, one and only one Conspectus subject 

is found. If so, assign the ID for the Conspec-

tus Subject found to the item record.

IF @SubjID<>0

--Print @SubjID;

UPDATE Items

SET [Conspectus Subject]=@SubjID

WHERE ItemID=@item_id;

--Otherwise, note that no Conspectus Subject 

was found that uniquely match the record.

ELSE

UPDATE Items

SET Notes=’No Conspectus subject 

found.’

WHERE ItemID=@item_id;

--Delete that record from the temp table.

Delete from #Temp where itemid = @item_id

--Go to the next item record in the temp table.

Select @item_id = itemid,

@Item_Class = [LC Class],

@Item_Num = [LC Num]

from #Temp;

End

Set Rowcount 0

Drop table #Temp

Code Snippet 2
Query of Complete Conspectus Schedule

SELECT

[Conspectus Divisions].[Conspectus ID]

, [Conspectus Divisions].[Conspectus Description] AS Di-

vision
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, [Conspectus Categories].[Conspectus ID]

, [Conspectus Categories].[Conspectus Description] AS 

Category

, [Conspectus Subjects].ConcatID

, [Conspectus Categories].[Class range] AS [Category 

Class Range]

, [Conspectus Subjects].[LC Class] AS [Subject Class]

, [Conspectus Subjects].LCRangeStart

, [Conspectus Subjects].[Class range] AS [Subject Class 

Range]

, [Conspectus Subjects].[Conspectus Description] AS 

[Conspectus Subject]

, [Conspectus Divisions].DivID

, [Conspectus Categories].CatID

, [Conspectus Subjects].SubjID

, [Conspectus Subjects].[Conspectus ID]

FROM [Conspectus Subjects]

INNER JOIN (([Conspectus Divisions]

INNER JOIN ([Conspectus Categories]

INNER JOIN [Conspectus Categories by Divi-

sion]

ON [Conspectus Categories].[CatID] =

[Conspectus Categories by Division].

Category)

ON [Conspectus Divisions].[DivID] =

[Conspectus Categories by Division].Divi-

sion)

INNER JOIN [Conspectus Subjects by Catego-

ries]

ON [Conspectus Categories].[CatID] =

[Conspectus Subjects by Categories].

Category)

ON [Conspectus Subjects].[SubjID] = [Conspectus Subjects 

by Categories].Subject

WHERE ((([Conspectus Subjects].SCaT)=True));

Code Snippet 3
Modify the LC Call number to be sortable

--First, extract the LC Class from [LC Call Num]

Update [Items]

--Extract the LC class first…

SET [LC Class] = CASE
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--Where the LC call number starts with one letter fol-

lowed by a number, extract the first digit.

WHEN PATINDEX(‘[A-Z][0-9]%’, [LC Call Num])=1 THEN 

Left([LC Call Num],1)

--When the LC call number starts with two letters, pick 

the first 2 digits

WHEN PATINDEX(‘[A-Z][A-Z][0-9]%’, [LC Call Num])=1 THEN 

Left([LC Call Num],2)

--When the LC call number starts with three letters, 

pick the first 3 digits

WHEN PATINDEX(‘[A-Z][A-Z][A-Z][0-9]%’, [LC Call Num])=1 

THEN Left([LC Call Num],3)

--Otherwise, leave the LC class blank

ELSE ‘’

END

WHERE ([LC Call Num] IS NOT NULL)

--Next record the LC Class & Number in [LC Num], exclud-

ing the Cutter & year; This is extracted from the [LC 

Call Num] from the beginning to the first occurence of a 

space (“ “). Update [Items]

Set [LC Num] = CASE

WHEN PATINDEX(‘% %’, [LC Call Num])>0 THEN left([LC Call 

Num],PATINDEX(‘% %’, [LC Call Num]))

ELSE [LC Call Num]

End

--Next, separate the LC class from the [LC Num].

Update [Items]

SET [LC Num] = Substring([LC Num],len(rtrim([LC 

Class]))+1,len([LC num])-len(rtrim([LC Class])))

--Next, insert leading zeros in the remaining number 

(e.g. “10” to “0010”).

Update [DDATitles]

Set [LC Num] =

(CASE WHEN PATINDEX(‘[0-9][0-9][0-9].%’,[LC Num])=1 THEN 

‘0’+[LC Num]

WHEN PATINDEX(‘[0-9][0-9].%’,[LC Num])=1 THEN 

‘00’+[LC Num]

WHEN PATINDEX(‘[0-9].%’,[LC Num])=1 THEN ‘000’+[LC 

Num]

WHEN PATINDEX(‘[0-9]’,[LC Num])=1 THEN ‘000’+[LC 
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Num]

WHEN PATINDEX(‘[0-9][0-9]’,[LC Num])=1 THEN 

‘00’+[LC Num]

WHEN PATINDEX(‘[0-9][0-9][0-9]’,[LC Num])=1 THEN 

‘0’+[LC Num]

ELSE [LC Num]

End)

WHERE ([LC Num] IS NOT NULL)

--Finally, re-attach the LC class to the [LC Num].

Update [Items]

SET [LC Num] = rtrim([LC Class])+rtrim([LC Num])
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